For an open subset of the Euclidean space R n , a measurable non-singular transformation T : → and a real-valued measurable function u on R n , we study the weighted composition operator uC T : f → u · . f • T / on the Orlicz-Sobolev space W 1;' . / consisting of those functions of the Orlicz space L ' . / whose distributional derivatives of the first order belong to L ' . /. We also discuss a sufficient condition under which uC T is compact.
Introduction
Let ' : [0; ∞/ → [0; ∞/ be a Young function ( [1, 6] ). Thus ' is a continuous, convex, strictly increasing function satisfying '.0/ = 0, lim t→∞ '.t/ = ∞, lim t→0+ '.t/=t = 0 and lim t→+∞ '.t/=t = +∞. We say that ' satisfies the 1 2 -condition if there exist constants k > 0, t 0 ≥ 0 such that '.2t/ ≤ k'.t/ for all t ≥ t 0 . Associated with ', we have the complementary Young function : [0; ∞/ → [0; ∞/ defined by .s/ = sup{st − '.t/ : t ≥ 0}.
Let . ; ; ¼/ be a measure space where is an open subset of the Euclidean space R n and be the ¦ -algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of and ¼ be the Lebesgue measure. The Orlicz space L ' . / is defined as the set of all (equivalence classes of) real-valued measurable functions f on such that f ' < ∞, where · ' denotes the Luxemberg norm defined by 
On the ¦ -finite measure space . ; ; ¼/, let T : → be a measurable (that is
Suppose u is a real-valued measurable function defined on R n . Then T induces a well-defined weighted composition linear transformation uC T on W 1;' . / defined by
If uC T [7] ). In Section 2 we define the composition operator on W 1;' . / and Section 3 is devoted to the study of the compact weighted composition operator on W 1;' . /. 
Composition operator on
W 1,ϕ ( ) LEMMA 2.1. Let f T ; @T k =@ x i ∈ L ∞ .¼/ with @ T k =@ x i ∞ ≤ M, M > 0 for i; k = 1@ @ x i . f • T / = n k=1 @ f @ x k • T @ T k @ x i (2.1) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, are in L ' . /. PROOF. For f in W 1;' . /, we have f • T ' = inf k > 0 : ' 1 k | f • T | d¼ ≤ 1 ≤ inf k > 0 : ' | f | k f T d¼ ≤ 1 ≤ inf k > 0 : f T ∞ ' | f | k d¼ ≤ 1 ≤ inf k > 0 : ' | f | k d¼ ≤ 1 = f ' provided f T ∞ ≤ 1. Therefore in this case f • T ∈ L ' . /. Now we assume that 1 < f T ∞ < ∞. Then for f = 0 we have ' | f • T | f T ∞ f ' d¼ ≤ ' | f | f T ∞ f ' f T d¼ ≤ 1 f T ∞ ' | f | f ' f T ∞ d¼ ≤ 1:Thus f • T ' ≤ f T ∞ f ' and hence f • T ∈ L ' . /.
By the same arguments as were used to show that
. / for each i; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n:
Hence, by the triangle inequality, it follows that the function on the right hand side of (2.1) belongs to L ' . / for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Now f ∈ W 1;' . / and ' satisfies the 1 2 -condition, so there exists (by [ 
Hence f m → f and for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n we have 
for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
is the complementary Young function to '. Therefore, by using the generalized version of Hölder's inequality in Orlicz spaces, we have
as m → ∞ for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. By similar arguments, using
in L ' . /, for each i = 1; 2 : : : ; n, and so by Hölder's inequality again we obtain as m → ∞,
Hence, by taking limits on both the sides of (2.2) as m → ∞, we obtain
for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
As g was chosen arbitrarily, Equation (2.1) follows for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ⊂ R n be an open set and T : → a measurable non-singular transformation with f T
The result follows. 
Compact weighted composition operator on
is a weighted composition operator on the Orlicz-Sobolev space W 1;' . /.
PROOF. By the same arguments as in Lemma 2.1, we find
Hence it follows that
Thus .uC T / f 1;' ≤ K f 1;' for some K > 0.
We now give some additional conditions on , u, T and ' to obtain sufficient conditions for uC T to be compact. PROOF. Let f m be a sequence in W 1;' . / with f m 1;' ≤ 1. We prove that there exists an element g ∈ W 1;' . / and a subsequence f mk with .uC For each positive integer k, take f mk = f k;k . Thus by the above construction we obtain that for each i
Therefore for ž > 0 we have, for sufficiently large m k ,
i : This means that if u and @u=@ x i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) do not vanish then we put g.x/ = A i u.x/; while g.x/ = 0 if u.x/ = 0 = @u=@ x i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Thus we have g ∈ L ' . /. We now show that u ·. f mk • T / → g in L ' . / as k → ∞. For sufficiently large m k , consider
|u.x/ f mk .T .x// − g.x/| ž u ∞ [' −1 .
Therefore, by the definition of infimum, we have
Hence .uC T /. f mk / → g in L ' . / as k → ∞. Now f mk 1;' ≤ 1, therefore, by using Lemma 3.1, we have
The result follows.
